26th February 2021

Atlassian Pty Ltd
Level 6, 341 George St
Sydney NSW 2000
AUSTRALIA

To Whom It May Concern,

Letter of Assessment

From 12th January 2021 to 26th February 2021, pursuant to our agreement with Atlassian Pty Ltd, elttam conducted a multi-phased assessment project focused on Trello Power Ups based on risks identified in an annual Trello Risk Assessment.

Each phase of the project commenced with a kick-off meeting to confirm access and project scope and a walk through of the product. The assessment was performed by a team of two consultants over the assessment period following a white-box approach combined with dynamic testing. The three phases were Threat Modelling of Trello Power Ups, a White-Box Review of Trello Power Ups and a review of the Trello CICD Pipeline. The engagements were each wrapped up with a close-down meeting, findings lodged as Jira tickets, and the output of the project and threat model documented on Confluence.

elttam is an independent security company providing research-driven security assessment services to the Fortune 500, global financial institutions, leading technology companies, Australian Federal Government and up and coming technology start-ups. We combine pragmatism and deep technical insight to help our customers secure their most important assets.

Sincerely,

Nina Rodgers
Operations Manager
elttam